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General Information 

a. Institute Director: Yu Lanping (余兰萍，the former secretary of the institute) 

b. Institute Vice-Directors: Vice-Director Hu (胡院长); Vice-Director Zhang (张院长) (both of them tranferred from the civil administration office) 

c. Head of the Amity Foster Care Project: Yu Lanping (余兰萍) and Maliang (马靓
who is also Head of the Children's Division) 

 

d. Number of Children: the Institute is responsible for a total of about 100 children 

(this number often fluctuates), most of them with disabilities.  The disabilities 

include congenital heart disease, cognitive impairment, and cerebral palsy.  Twenty 

of them are fostered. Five school children are sponsored by the Altrusa Foundation 

through Amity Foundation. 

 

Overall Impression 

 

a. The Institute: The new children welfare institute has been completed and is called 

Jiujiang children welfare institute. They moved into it in May. It is mostly the 

elderly that live in the previous one. The former institute director Mr. Wang and 

secretary Mr.Hu are still in the leadership position in the social welfare institution.    

 

b. Environment of the institute: the welfare institute building has three floors which 

are composed of an annular structure (shown in picture one). The first floor is 

made up of infant room, activity room and outdoor activities space (shown in 

picture two). The second floor consists of a room for preschool children, a room 

for children, a room for special education, Library, computer room, Half-the-Sky 

room for the little sister program and a room for rehabilitation (shown in picture 

three). The third floor is for the teenagers.  

 
c. Children in the institute: most of them are disabled with cerebral palsy, congenital 

heart disease, cleft lip and palate, or other physical disabilities. The institute 

workers and the Amity foundation look after the disabled children and assist them 

to do rehabilitation exercies in the second floor.( shown in picture four)    

 

 



 

 

   

  Picture 1: the front door     the welfare institute building                    

  
  The annular structure  

     
    Picture 2: the hall            the outdoor activity space 

  

  The Infant room                 Room to prepare the formula            



 

 

 

Space for child, infant activities 

  
  Picture 3: room for children   room for special education 

  

Computer room                 library    

   

     HTS room        Rehab room for cerebral palsy kids 
 
      



 

 

   

Picture 4  

   

Picture 4 
 
Scholarship students: We went to school to visit the sponsored students. We 

bought some gifts for them (picture 5). There is their school environment in the 

following pictures (picture 6). 

 

CHS was admitted by Chendu College for the upcoming year. Her tuition fee is 

10000 RMB each year, learning material and books costs 3000 RMB each year. 

Therefore, she needs 13000 RMB a year.    

 

  

Picture 5: gifts  



 

 

 

   

            Picture 5: gifts 

    

   

Picture 5: gifts 
 

  

Picture 6: school environment  



 

 

                    

Picture 6: school environment  

 

 

 

This student attends the Nanchang School for the Blind. She enjoys her classes and 

living in the dorm and especially chatting together after class. 

 

 
This Jiujiang girl also attends the Nanchang School for the Blind. She is very upbeat 

and studies hard.  She is also very skilled at handicrafts. 

 



 

 

                 

After studying hard in high school and for her college entrance exams this is the girl 

who will be starting a four year college this fall where her major will be art and 

animation.  We are all very proud of her achievements! 

 

 

 
  

This deaf boy has graduated from middle school at his previous School for the Deaf 

and is home at the SWI for the summer.  He is busy cleaning and mowing the lawn 

at the SWI and accompanying the children to the library to read.  He will be starting 

high school at a new school – Jiujiang School for the Deaf this fall. 

 



 

 

  
This deaf boy is also home for the summer and also helping out at the orphanage.  

He’ll return to Jiujiang Bo'ai School for the Deaf this fall where he has been doing 

well in his classes which include Chinese, math, Art, computer and PE and also gets 

along well with his classmates and teachers. 

 

 

Amity Grandmas: We met with the five Hugging Grannies sponsored by Altrusa 

Foundation through Amity.   

 

 

            

Grandma Ouyang Xiaoyan is responsible for teaching and doing physiotherapy with 

the children with disabilities at the Institute.  At the day of our visit Grandma 

Xiaoyang is telling a story to ZZ.  ZZ shows her interest to the story book; she can 

understand what the grandma is saying, but she cannot speak something. One day ZZ 

held a book and presented it in front of Grandma Xiaoyang, and then her fingers 

moved between the book and herself. The grandma started to tell more details about 

the story in the pictures. After that, when ZZ holds a picture book Grandma Xiaoyang 

knows that she wants to listen to stories. 

 

 



 

 

              

Grandma Qian is responsible for teaching and doing physiotherapy with the children 

with disabilities at the Institute.  When we visited Grandma Qian was helping the 

child called PP do physical therapy. He has Cerebral Palsy and epilepsy and requires 

assistance for his activities of daily living. He can understand what the others are 

saying and cooperates well with Grandma Qian for his physical therapy.  He looks 

forward to seeing Grandma Qian.  

 

             

Grandma Jiang Muzhen is responsible for teaching and doing physiotherapy with 

the children with disabilities at the Institute.  There are many disabled children in the 

institute, most of them have cerebral palsy, and they need even more than the five 

Hugging Grannies we have. In the picture, Grandma Jiang was helping a boy named 

LL do physical therapy. At first his left arm was always in acontracted state. After a 

period of rehab his left hand can stretch out and flex. Now Grandma Jiang assists him 

to do some holding exercises with his left hand and to his delight he is now able to 

hold some light objects.  Grandma Jiang hopes that LL will eventually be able to use 

his hand to eat by himself. 



 

 

 

 

             

Grandma Zhong Yanqiu is responsible for teaching and doing physiotherapy with 

the children with disabilities at the Institute.  Grandma Zhong is continuing to work 

with CX and ZY. On this trip, we saw Grandma Zhong teaching them how to read a 

picture book which about the daily necessities.  After this, Grandma Zhong help ZY 

do rehabilitation. It is difficult for ZY hold things with her right hand as her palm 

cannot stretch out. So Grandma Zhong massages her hand and encourages her to hold 

on tothings by playing games  ZY would like to use her left hand to hold things but 

Grandma Zhong encourages her to use her right hand and it is getting better.  

 

              

Grandma Cao Zhengmei is responsible for teaching and doing physiotherapy with 
the children with disabilities at the Institute.  In this picture, she finished helping this 
child do rehab. DD has Cerebral Palsy and epilepsy which currently is controlled 
fairly well with medicine.  His arms and legs are very nimble. He can walk but not 
speak. Grandma Cao mainly teaches him the skills and common sense about self-care, 
for example how to wear clothes and shoes. DD practices these skills frequently, and 
most of the time he is able to wear clothes correctly. If the clothes wear inside out, he 
could wear them correctly after others’ suggestion. Grandma Cao teaches him to 
recognize other children’s names and reads books with him about the application of 
the necessities which now can recognize and is able to apply some.  


